Over the past few decades, I have been reading through large numbers of general practitioner (GP) autobiographies. They chronicle the stories of training, finding a practice, and struggling with the challenges of doing right by their patients and communities in an environment that relentlessly threw up obstacles to getting patients what they needed. Unfailingly, these books tell stories of patients who the authors have found to be difficult, joyful, humbling, and a source of larger truths about practice. I have felt a strong sense of common purpose and hope from these doctors from the middle of the last century.

David Loxterkamp, MD, has written two books about his life and practice over a 35-year career that include deeply personal reflections of the struggles and satisfaction that accompany the work and disquisitions on his own family of origin, on the life and work of Ernest Ceriani, MD, of Kremmling Colorado and of the writing of John Berger about the life of Dr John Eskell, a GP practicing in the forest towns on the border of Wales.1-3 As importantly, Loxterkamp has been a serial essayist for decades. His brilliantly written stories about his patients and what he has learned from them are perhaps the best description of how a doctor can find what Parker Palmer called true community: “one that supports rather than supplants the individual search for integrity.”4 A longtime custom in Northern New Mexico is to place decorated crosses or other memorials as reminders of people who have died on highways and footpaths. The term for them is descanso, which can be translated as “rest” or “breathing space,” and can also be interpreted as calls to reflection and memory. Many of us over the past 3 decades have seen Loxterkamp’s essays as descansos on our own journeys. Younger doctors can use them as guides to their struggles yet to come.

Now, as he retires from clinical practice with all the emotions that that engenders and moves to a career as a part-time residency teacher, we benefit from Loxterkamp’s observations about education as well. This issue of Family Medicine relays the first reactions of this thoughtful colleague who has served as a career exemplar of the therapeutic relationships that have always been at the core of the discipline.5 Having Dr Loxterkamp look at residency education from the inside feels a bit like having a longtime friend drop in to visit when we haven’t had the chance to pick up the house. He knows to some extent what he is going to find, but the messes we have created may be embarrassing to us.

Despite the changes in medical practice and structure during his practicing career, and the changing relationship between and among physicians, Loxterkamp’s observation that the structure of residency education has not changed much since he began 40 years ago should not be taken as a compliment. And he is not alone in that regard. The recommendation to change education to reflect modern patient and community realities has been a conclusion of almost every examination of residency education for decades.7-9 Yet, one could argue, little has changed except around the edges. Residency programs persist with hospital and subspecialty rotations and sacrifice continuity and opportunities to engage with communities, schools, and workplaces in meaningful ways even though educators know
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that those experiences are among the most important in understanding the fundamental work of primary care. Loxterkamp writes “I believe that family doctors will always be generalist-trained, relationship-centered, and community-oriented.” How well those values are represented in residency education should be the measure of quality, not solely the quantification of training.

Robert Pirsig used the term “gumption traps” to define obstacles that keep us from moving forward. He described value traps—internal traps that block cognitive understanding—as the most difficult gumption traps to overcome. A value trap is “an inability to revalue what one sees because of commitment to previous values...you must rediscover what you do as you go. Rigid values make this impossible.” Education almost always suffers from a stickiness, an “orthodoxy of belief” that Gayle Stephens lamented early in the family medicine movement. This stickiness may also reflect an existential fear that too much change leads to perdition.

Loxterkamp’s perspective is that of a long-time practitioner of the values he espouses, not in the hothouse environment of academic family medicine, but in the unpredictable lived life of community. He is what Robert Coles called a “believable witness,” whose voice carries the power of experience and can speak credibly to the changes in a physician’s life over time. Young family physicians want to make a difference and they need to learn about that as part of their training from people like David Loxterkamp and the other believable witnesses in every community; not assume they will learn it once they begin practice. Residency education is learning on a very steep curve. But having witnesses along the way who coax residents back to values and beliefs of service, relationships, and comfort with uncertainty can help make the curve seem less like a mountain.

Loxterkamp poses the question “have [residents] learned what it means to be a family doctor?” To answer that question, he suggests

... programs and their training practices have an obligation to preserve their distinct culture. To do so, they must have control over the budget, hiring practices, curriculum development, program mission, and social identity.

Autonomy is essential because communities are particular. Echoing Pirsig, the Willard report, which established a blueprint for residency education in 1966, emphasizes “the necessity for flexibility in programs if they are to meet the needs of society. Rigid standardization should be avoided.”

Loxterkamp describes the changing culture of the small town in Iowa where he was born and its need to rethink structure while retaining its core constituencies of family and community linked to enduring values. Thus, managing populations, even with new tools, does not function optimally in the current structure of residency education. Finding ways of caring for difficult and challenging patients over many years, such as the one he calls Britini in his essay, while not losing hope, as well as finding ways to navigate personal, professional, and community boundaries are tasks that demand emotional resilience, strength, and a belief that the efforts are worthwhile. They also demand more time and engagement in the community and the practice than is currently present in today’s highly regulated environment of residency education. John Saultz framed it as education suffering from a shortage of architect/leaders to focus on builder/managers. Without a new vision, imagination is unlikely to emerge from old blueprints.

One of my teachers told me a story about his wife skiing, continuously falling, getting back on her skis, and then falling again. Seeing her growing frustration, an older man skied over to her after she had fallen again and told her that she had to change her perspective. He said, “to keep from falling, young woman, you have to gather your courage, and lean out over the hill.” It seemed counterintuitive to her, but it worked.

Perhaps it is time for residency education in family medicine to lean out over the hill. It might even be time to start all over again. Melding creativity and innovation with values is where family medicine came from and has to be the strategy for where it goes. The challenge for the discipline will be to change dramatically while retaining what got it to this point in the first place. Seeking out encouraging and supportive teachers like David Loxterkamp—the elders who were once the first residents to take a chance on a new idea—will assure a rich conversation about the future. There will also be new doctors who will find their way, with courage, with tenacity, with innovation, and with humility, and make a difference. They are the new voices. Ask them in.
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